I. Introduction .••..
Host physics departments offer a course in solid state physics, but fe,,, offer one on the applications of solid s tate physics . This paper describes a course in applied solid state physics that has tHice been given in the Department of Physics of the University of California at Berkeley.
The course was a one-quarter series of about 30 lectures designed to be a sequel to the usual one-orti- lO-quarter As the outline shm",s, there were 29 one-hour lectures, including some material of a revie,v nature. The latter material was included to make the course approximately self-contained.
There is presently no single textbook covering all of the material contained in the course outline. For this reason, lecture notes were written and distributed to the students. An extensive bibliography of references at several levels provid-ed alternate treatments and more advanced material for those students who wished to read further on a particular topic. These lecture notes (3L}O typed pages) contain someHhat more ma'terial than can be covered comfortably in 30 lectures.
III. Student Response
From the students (both regis tered and audi tors) ,,,,ho attended the 'lectures during the tlVO years the course was given, several conclusions maybe drm'lil concerning the student response to the course. -During the Spring Quarter 1973, the course was given for the first time, and it attracted about 60 regular attendees, ranging from first-year graduate students to faculty members. Of special interest is the fact that 90 sets of lecture notes ,,,,ere distributed, thereby reaching a number of persons who did not attend the lectures. The second time the course was given (Spring Quarter 1974), the attendance ,,,,as about 20 students, suggesting that much of the interes t in the topic had been satisfied the previous year. In both years, the maj ori ty (60-80/~) of the audience \",as physics graduate students,both in solid state and in other fields. There was also a large number of electrical engineering graduate students; the remainder of ,the class made up of students from chemistry and materials science.
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IV. Conclusions Based on the experience described above, it has been concluded_ that a course in applied solid state physics of this kind is of interest to a broad range of physics graduate students, as Hell as to students in engineering. It may also be noted that, in a course of this kind in
Vlhich there is no single text presently available, dis tribution of lecture notes proved very useful to the students.
